AT HOME

Tessellations
1. Spotting the patterns
When people think of mathematics they tend to think of numbers and numeracy but actually there are some wonderful mathematics activities for children that doesn’t involve ‘doing sums’. Spotting patterns is an important part of
mathematical abstraction and the following activities are fun, and a wonderful artistic introduction to patterns.

Method
Have a look around your own house or backyard and see if you can
spot some repeating patterns, for example tiled floors, artwork,
brickwork etc. Use your camera to take pictures of the patterns you
can find. Here are a couple of ideas that might help…

Equipment list
Phone
Digital Camera or other device with camera

Observations, conclusions, ideas
Which shapes fit together nicely? Why? Are they always the
same shape? Can you think of any other repeating shapes that
fit together?

Examples

Hint

think about bees, patchwork,
wallpaper
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2. MC Escher
Maurits Cornelis (MC) Escher was an amazing Dutch graphic artist and mathematician who created some magical,
mathematical artworks. We encourage you to research him a little more if you and your children are interested!

Method
Layer different coloured post it notes on top of each other. Make a
design on the top of one and then cut the shape out of the layered
post it notes. Now glue the different coloured shapes onto the
bigger sheet of paper to make a pattern.

Equipment list
Post it notes
Scissors
Glue stick
Large sheet of paper or card

Observations, conclusions, ideas
Post it notes tessellate. So if you cut one into pieces and
change it around, the shape formed will also tessellate. Try
not to overcomplicate things at first – just do one wavy cut.
You can make it much more complex on your next attempt.
Even a simple shape is sometimes hard to tessellate. You
have to work out how the shape fits with the one already
glued down.

Hint

What’s the STEM?
Art – MC Escher is a wonderful artist and mathematician
Mathematics – what shapes tessellate, angles and names of different shapes

Extended activities

· Bubble snake
· Symmetry
· Mosaics

Make one out of card and draw around
it repeatedly – this is easier than
piecing together and gluing each
individual ‘tile’.

